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I. Introduction
3D Printing is a relatively young solution on the technology market, and plays an increasingly
important role in the modern, digital world. These devices are able to print objects in 3 dimensions
by connecting many layers of the building material. The fabrication mode is widely considered as
revolutionary: it allows building complex, personalized objects easier and in one continuous piece, in
comparison to other, already older techniques. Some years ago, this technology achieved its biggest
breakthrough when the first plastic 3D Printers came on the civil market.
After doing a school presentation in 2014 about this new technology, Alex Muller was fascinated
from its revolutionary way of fabrication, which led him to reflect on other possible uses for it.
During that time, Luxembourgish news reported daily about the housing shortage, resulting from
high building costs and the necessary time to construct a home. So, the idea of printing a house got
born. In Luxembourg most of the houses are built out of blocks and concrete, or by prefabricated
walls, so Alex tried to find a solution with his friends Maverick Schmit and Valentin Ringlet to build
concrete houses with a 3D Printer. After some research and discussions, the team found out that
this idea already exists and is getting developed by different institutions and companies, but that
they are all facing the same problems.
Conventional 3D Printers are normally using threaded rods to move the print head in the necessary
directions. This method works perfectly fine for the existing printing technologies, but they are
limited in space, because of the driveshaft, which can’t be extended. To solve this problem, the goal
was to build a 3D Printer, which is modular, meaning it can be assembled by standard pieces, and
therefore being personalised, scaled up, as well being transported, very easily. To realize this idea,
we still needed to find a modular solution to move a heavy concrete extruder, which was finally
achieved by a belt system.
Another problem was the raw material used for construction. Most of the houses are built out of
concrete, which is normally very fluid. Our printer however, needs a mixture that is liquid enough to
be pumped and still dries fast enough, to support a second layer of concrete in very short time
intervals.
After having found theoretical solutions for these problems, the team split up their work in different
subject areas. Maverick Schmit, who is very passionate about natural sciences, physics and
chemistry, took care of the concrete part of the project. Valentin Ringlet, a passionate hobby
programmer became stunted of the informatics and electronically control, whereas Alex Muller, who
is interested in mechanical engineering, finally developed the framework and mechanical parts.
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II. Our Idea
Our final project idea is to build a modular 3D Printer, which is able to print objects out of concrete.
The 3D Printer should be modular, so it can be assembled to fit the need. By changing the number of
structure segments, the printer can be customized, scaled up or down for many needs, but also
facilitates the mobility of the machine.
Another point of interest is the variability of printing materials and different application areas. Our
printer is not only able to print with concrete but can work as well with other local and natural
materials such as clay for example. Additionally, it is much easier to reinforce the buildings due to a
structured design of the walls, which offers the possibility to plan and automatically print inclusions
of various later needed spaces. The low cost of usage of the printer is an undeniable asset. Because
the machine is working mostly alone, without any break or need of rest, the construction time is
optimized and therefore cheaper, which is reduces again by savings of the building materials. The
printer is more ecological than traditional house building, because it only needs the materials it also
uses and does not produce any waste.
Thanks to the mobility of the 3D Printer resulting from its modularity, its number of uses is
increased: It can for example be transported very easily, in remote areas of the globe to help people
in need to get access to a cheap yet strong shelter in a very short period of time. Not only
humanitarian Aid, Disaster Relief, Civil Protections, Defence services, etc. but also private
companies, scientists and civilians can use the same type of machines to build relative solid shelters,
which are cost effective to produce, due to the machine little demands and the use of local and
often cheap or free building materials.
Our invention is therefore very flexible and can be put to numerous uses without many
modifications.

III. Problems and solutions
The framework of our printer exists basically out of 2 major pieces. On the one side, we have a
platform which holds the 2-dimensional surface axis drives and extruder/print head. On the other
side we have the main framework, which is responsible for the structure of the machine and
maintains the vertical Z-axis motors, pulling the previous platform up and stopping after each layer.
Contrary to already existing 3D Printers which are operated by threaded rods, our machine is driven
by belts. Because concrete does not require an as high precision as other printing techniques, we are
not obliged to use threaded rods and can work with non-stretchy belts.
Another challenge we had to face was the mixture and transport of the concrete. We had to find a
mixture which is fluid enough to transport, but still dries very fast and builds up enough strength to
support more and more layers after a few minutes and holds them together then conventional
building concrete.
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Finally, we had to solve the problem about transporting our concrete to the print head, where we
had to choose a pump, which can pump liquids with a higher viscosity but still is able to hold a
constant pressure.

IV. Prototype 1
In September 2016 we began to build our first prototype. This
prototype, built out of waste we found at home and which was
manually operated (without electronics), was only used to test
the functionality of our idea. It showed us problems that were
easily resolved and gave us the affirmation to continue with our
next phase. We started a new prototype in our optional lesson,
called "projects with Arduinos", that should outperform our first
one. With the help of our teacher Philippe Kirsch, we could
realize a new, more performant and digitally controlled machine.

V. Prototype 2
After a few months of planning we had finally a more efficient machine. We also contacted Ass. Prof. Dr.-Ing Daniele Waldmann, professor for civil engineering at the University of Luxembourg, so
she could give us some suggestions to improve our project. Also, she gave us the opportunity to
work with a 3D printer, so we could learn how to use such technology.

a) Mechanical
At the beginning we wanted to build our prototype fully out of plastic printed pieces. After some
experimentation we realized that the plastic pieces did not have the strength we needed and that
they were too inaccurate to fit on top of each other. So, we decided to build our machine out of
square tubes and inner pipe connectors, used in the industry.
The first result stood in February 2017 and it was more stable and precise than initially anticipated. It
works exactly the same as the first prototype but only in larger format and driven by motors.
Our printer consists of a 2-dimensional platform, where 3
motors are moving the axis with the help of extendable V-belts.
This platform hangs from four towers, connected with each
other, to improve the stability of the machine. The platform can
then be pulled up simultaneously by non-stretchable belts,
connected to the steppers motor, which are fixed on top of each
tower.
As we were proceeding well, there were the first problems
coming up to us. We had to weld some metal parts, which
reduced the modularity.
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b) Printing Material
Besides the mechanical and the electronical work, we also did research on an ideal building material
mixture, where we also needed to find an associating pumping technology.

1. Concrete
Through the help of the University of Luxembourg we could find a
perfect concrete mixture. It was made out of 2 components: water
and cement. We could not use sand because the grain size was too
big for the flexible tube of out pump, we chose. Furthermore, we
found out, due to some experimental tests, that we needed a w/c
ratio (abbreviation of water/cement ratio) of 0,333, which had the
properties we needed. It could be easily transported through a tube
and it hardened fast enough to support the layers above it.

2. Pump
To transport our concrete to the print head, we first wanted to build a
piston pump, using 2 pistons, working against each other to pump the
concrete. Because of multiple disadvantages with this type of pump, we
chose a peristaltic pump. Such called hose pumps are popular due to their
ability to exert a constant pressure and the possibility to pump viscous
liquids, which were perfect for our project. These machines are using
several wheels inside the pump case to squeeze the flexible tube and
therefore pushing the materials from the entrance to the exit of the pump.
The rotation causes negative pressure on the entrance and sucks the
material in. At the exit the material gets pushed out with a constant fluidity.

c) Control
The mounted stepper motors are connected to different Arduino shields controlled each by an
Arduino Uno circuit board computer. We have 4 motors for the Z-axis, 2 for the Y-axis and 1 for the
X-axis. The shields are then set to simultaneously transmit the same pulse to the motors of an axis,
so that all the motors of a given axis work together.
To control everything, we use the open-source software programs grbl1 and UGS - "Universal
GCode Sender"2 to quickly gain access to reliable software, so we could focus on making specific
adjustments to our system and applications.
The grbl software’s takes over the control of
the motors. After some changes to the
software program, it was compiled and loaded
into the Arduino chip. "Universal GCode
Sender", on the other hand, is the control
program that makes it possible to manipulate
the grbl software and thus pass the movement
commands to the motors.
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VI. Prototype 3
Because of some non-solvable problems
with our second prototype, we wanted to
improve our project by building a third
machine, which would be able to work
more precisely, is easier to transport,
more modular and lighter in weight.

a) Mechanics
The choice for the frame soon fell on a very modular aluminium profile system, where we had the
advantage to use numerous accessories to extend our 3D Printer.
By replacing the heavy steel tubes from our second prototype, and the help of many precise external
parts, we were able to reduce the weight of an even larger machine, in comparison to its precursor,
as well as its modularity and mobility. These aluminium profiles can be cut in every wanted length,
and later be connected with some special internal connector plates, so we are able to scale up or
down the printer in the needed size. Due to sliding carriages we were able to increase the building
space. On one side of the printer we fixed a Plexiglas disc, where we could attach our electronics and
ameliorate the safety of the machine. Furthermore, we could improve the movement of our
platform drives and ease the vertical motion.
Another extension are special swivel feet, which allow to build up the printer in an uneven terrain.
This ability is very important to reduce preparation work, time and therefore the costs to build
structures.

b) Printing Material
1. Extruder
After we found a sufficient mixture and ideal pump for our second prototype, we still wanted to
improve our work. Our first print test showed us that the tube was too flexible to print, like it was
initially programmed. Besides that, the pump did suck too much air, which created too many air
bubbles in the concrete. Therefore, we decided to build an extruder on the printer to minimize these
problems.
The procured extruder works with a
screw which is permanently powered
by a motor, so it should dense the
material and in turn could eliminate
the air bubbles. This reaction could
still be empowered by the fixation of
an unbalance vibrator motor, which
causes small vibrations so that air
bubbles can escape to the top and so
cannot enter the hose.
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2. Concrete
Even though we had found a suitable mixture, we wanted to improve our concrete by adding some
other components into our mixture. In construction, concrete is often accompanied by steel to
increase its stability. On our prototype we are not able to print with steel, so we had the idea to add
fibers instead, to improve the stability of the printed structures. Those fibers have similar tensile
forces as steel structures, but additionally, the fibers are naturally flexible which enables us to mix
them directly in our concrete mixture and pump everything together to the extruder.
For an ideal mixture we did some research at the University of
Luxembourg. With the help of Ph.D. student Vishojit Bahadur
Thapa, we could determine how much pressure the different
mixture (3%, 5% and 8% mass) of fiber glass can hold. We
compared the different mixtures with our default to find out
how much the stability is improved, and which mixture is the
best.
At first, we made 3 samples for each mixture, in other words
we have 3 samples without fiber glass, 3 with 3% of fiber glass,
3 with 5% and 3 with 8%. Mr. Thapa did the pressure tests (in
Mega Pascal (MPa) for us and has analyzed which had the best
result. The samples were tested after 5 days, also 2 samples for each mixture were tested.
Our results are: for concrete without fiber glass we got
36,1 MPa, for 3% fiber glass we got 31,4 MPa, for 5% fiber
glass 25 MPa and for 8% 8,6 MPa. One Pascal is the force
exercised by a force of one Newton onto a surface of one
square meter.
Through our bar chart we can see that concrete without
fiber glass hold the most pressure which could tell us that
fiber glass does not have material effect.
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But we have to say that the mixture without fiber glass
0
was the only one that broke. All the other samples only
0% 3% 5% 8%
had cracks and were only partly broken. The tensile force
of fiber glass made the concrete stable enough to prevent a break so there would only occur some
cracks.
The tests also showed us that the consistency got worse when the quantity of fiber glass increased.
This may be caused by the short hardening time of the concrete, because the tests were made after
5 days and explains that the samples with fiber glass were easier to deform instead of holding the
pressure.
To conclude, our default concrete did hold the most pressure, but it broke while the mixtures with
fiber glass did resist the pressure. We can conclude that the ideal mixture would be 3% of fiber galss
or even less, because the stability of concrete degrades by increasing the amount of glass.
Additionally, we are able to use natural and local materials to create buildings, like clay or mud,
which we can be strengthened with natural fibers, so the printed structures are more resistant to
external forces, and thereby extend the durability and the safety of the house.
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c) Control
To control the movements of the printer we are using an
Arduino Uno, which is connected to three Arduino circuit boards
by the means of a multi-coloured cable tape.
Two Arduino Shields control the motion of the motors, where 4
motors are used to move the Z-axis, 2 for the Y-axis and 1 for
the X-axis. The shields are then set to simultaneously transmit
the same pulse to the motors of an axis, so that all the motors
of a given axis work together. Furthermore, a third Arduino
Shield is responsible for the pump.

The pump has its own circuit board with
its own power source and a power supply
of 5Volts, since the voltage of the motors
is 12V and the pump only needs 5V.
All Arduinos are programmed with a
modified version of the grbl Code we
used in our second prototype.

VII. Prototype 3b
The 3rd prototype worked very
well, but we modified it a little to
make its design more realistic and
minimising technical problems
caused by its structure. Therefore,
we regrouped our control units in
one electronic box, connected to
all the motors of the printer with
only one cable.
Furthermore, we rebuilt our
extruder out of metal tubing,
consisting out of a special wood
drill connected to a stepper
motor.

a) Printing Material
In this prototype we still used the same concrete mixture to conduct our test prints however we are
trying to include some add mixtures, like fiberglass or natural fibres to improve the stability of the
printed objects.
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b) Electronics
For our prototype 3b we are still controlling the movements of the motors with G Code. However,
we were able to use computer aided design software to draw the objects, which are then sliced into
printable layers generating automatically the needed G Code.
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【評語】100024
The tam works on engineering technique aiming to help
improving the feasibility of using 3D printing for large
construction projects.

